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Form: RSP601 - IBC - General Information - Rev. 7/2011
IBC Protocol Form
(Research involving Recombinant DNA, Infectious Agents, and/or Hazardous Biological Materials)
Please submit via email to Monika DeGregorio in Research and Sponsored Programs 
(must be sent from PI's UT email address, DO NOT SUBMIT A SIGNED HARD COPY at the time of application)
MUST BE FILLED OUT WITH ADOBE ACROBAT READER 9.0 OR PROFESSIONAL VERSION 8.0 OR LATER 
Using earlier versions will cause errors in the form and result in the administrative withdrawal of  the protocol
Campus
A. Personnel  - Please list all other personnel working on this research project
Name
Rocket#
Highest Biosafety Containment Level
C. General Details 
1.) Plant subjects are involved
2.) Animal subjects are involved
2c.) List all IACUC Protocol Numbers approved for this work (required if animals are being 
utilized)
Approved UT-MC or HSC protocol#
3.) Human subjects are involved
3c.) List all IRB Protocol Numbers approved for this work (required if human research
subjects are being utilized)
Approved IRB protocol#
4.) Agent(s) will be used in this work that is on the HHS, HHS/UDSA or USDA list of select agents/toxins The Department of 
Safety and Health must approve an SOP for the use of all Select Agents before approval will be granted
4a.) List all Select Agents/Toxins being used and the largest amount you will store at any
 time
Select Agent/Toxin
D. Recombinant DNA 
Does this work involve Recombinant DNA?
1. Provide the following Information about the DNA Source(s), (DO NOT LIST VECTORS, only genetic material to be inserted into vectors)
Source
(dropdown list)
Classification
Genus/Species/Subtype
Fraction of Genome
(dropdown list)
2. Information - Please consult  the NIH guidelines for work involving recombinant DNA Molecules 2002 in answering the following.
A link can be found here http://www.utoledo.edu/research/RC/link1.html
a.) Consult Appendix B - Are any of the source organisms pathogenic to humans or other vertebrates?
b.) Are you introducing antibiotic resistance into an infectious pathogen?
c.) Are you creating genetically engineered plants or using plants with microorganisms or insects containing
 recombinant DNA.?
c.) Are you deliberately releasing recombinant DNA-modified plants into the environment.?
3.) Experiments - Check all the  categories below that apply to the work you intend to do with  recombinant DNA
c1.) List ALL proteins to be produced and their known activity:
Protein
Protein Activity/Enzymatic Activity
c.) Are any of the above proteins known vertebrate toxins?
4.) Vectors and Cell Lines - Provide the following Information about the Vectors(s) being employed for this work
a.) Are commercially available vectors being used on this protocol?
Provide the following information about each of the  commercially available vectors(s) or those derived from commercially available vectors
used for this project
b.) Are non-commercially available vectors being used on this protocol? (e.g. generated de novo by your lab)
Provide the following information for all of the  non-commercial vectors for this project, please provide the following information, and for
 each attach a vector map to the paper copy of this form.
c.) Are cell lines OTHER THAN THOSE LISTED IN 4a and 4b above used for any purpose on this protocol?
Provide the following information for ALL other innocuous and infectious cell lines needed for this project that were not mentioned above  in 4a and 4b
5.) Volume - What is the maximum volume of culture to be grown at any time?  Be advised that volumes greater than 10L will 
require more stringent oversight.
6.) Risk Assessment - Consult the NIH Guidelines http://www.utoledo.edu/research/RC/link1.html.  Consult Section II.  Which Risk Group 
applies to the work described in thisProtocol?  Provide the specific citation to justify your choice. FAILURE TO PROVIDE CITATION FROM 
FEDERAL REGULATIONS WILL RESULT IN THIS PROTOCOL BE ING ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN FROM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION.
7.) NIH Classification - Consult the NIH Guidelines linked above.  Consult Section III.  Which experimental classification citation applies to the
work proposed in this protocol? Provide the specific citation to justify your choice. FAILURE TO PROVIDE CITATION FROM FEDERAL
REGULATIONS WILL RESULT IN THIS PROTOCOL BE ING ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN FROM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION.
8.) Biosafety Containment Level - Consult Appendix G of the NIH Guidelines linked above.  Give the specific citation that applies to the
Biosafety Containment level appropriate for your work and choose the appropriate level from the drop-down box.Provide the specific 
citation to justify your choice. FAILURE TO PROVIDE CITATION FROM FEDERAL REGULATIONS WILL RESULT IN THIS PROTOCOL BE ING
ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN FROM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION.
9.) Waste/Disposal/Elimination - Select the appropriate disposal methods for materials used in this work
10.) Decontamination - Select the appropriate methods decontaminating instruments and work surfaces for this protocol
E. Infectious/Biohazardous Material 
Does this work involve infectious (e.g. pathogenic bacteria or viruses) or biohazardous(e.g. body fluids, select agents) material?
1.) Infectious Materials
a.) Are infectious materials used on this project?
Provide the following information for each source of infectious material
Source
Classification
Genus/Species/Subtype
2.) Biohazardous Materials
a.) Are biohazardous materials used on this project?
Provide the following information for each source of biohazardous material
Source
Classification
Genus/Species/Subtype -or- Name
3.) Risk Assessment - Please consult  Section II of the CDC-Biosafety in Microbiological and Biomedical Laboratories (BMBL) 5th Edition 
Link: http://www.utoledo.edu/research/RC/link2.html.  Which Risk Group applies to the work described in this protocol?  Provide the specific
 citation to justify your choice. FAILURE TO PROVIDE CITATION FROM FEDERAL REGULATIONS WILL RESULT IN THIS PROTOCOL BEING
 ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN FROM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION.
4.) Biosafety Containment Level - Consult Section IV of the CDC-BMBL linked above.  Give the specific citation that applies to the Biosafety 
Containment level appropriate for your work and choose the appropriate level from the drop-down box.FAILURE TO PROVIDE CITATION
FROM FEDERAL REGULATIONS WILL RESULT IN THIS PROTOCOL BE ING ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN FROM COMMITTEE
CONSIDERATION.
5.) Waste/Disposal/Elimination - Select the appropriate disposal methods for materials used in this work
6.) Decontamination - Select the appropriate methods decontaminating instruments and work surfaces for this protocol
F. Animals
Will this protocol involve recombinant DNA-derived, biohazardous, or infectious materials; or Select Agents/Toxins to be used in
or on living vertebrate animals?
2.) Will  animals be  housed or treated in DLAR?
3.) Will  animals be treated outside DLAR?
4.) Will  animals be housed in DLAR cages?
5.) Will  animals and/or cages treated outside of DLAR be returned to DLAR?
6.) Will hazardous material be shed (ie fur, skin sloughing,etc) or excreted (feces, urine, saliva, nasal discharge) by an animal?
REQUIRED: Provide a list of citations  below supporting you conclusion and provide a paper copy  of the citations on submission
7.) Biosafety Containment Level - For recombinant DNA based agents consult Appendix Q of NIH GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH INVOLVING 
RECOMBINANT DNA MOLECULES, for infectious agents, biohazardous agents, select agents or toxins consult section V of CDC-Biosafety in 
Microbiological and Biomedical Laboratories 5th edition.  FAILURE TO PROVIDE CITATION FROM FEDERAL REGULATIONS WILL RESULT
IN THIS PROTOCOL BE ING ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHDRAWN FROM COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION.
Links to both can be found here: http://www.utoledo.edu/research/RC/biosafety.html 
8.) Waste/Disposal/Elimination - Select the appropriate disposal methods for materials used in this work
9.) Decontamination - Select the appropriate methods decontaminating instruments and work surfaces for this protocol
10.) Personal Protective Equipment
a.) What PPE is required by your research staff when handling biohazardous materials  and exposed animals in DLAR?
Hands
Body/Skin
Head
Face/Eye Splash
Face/Eye Impact
Face/Eye Vapor
b.) What PPE is required by DLAR Personnel in the first week post-exposure of animals to biohazardous material?
Hands
Body/Skin
Head
Face/Eye Splash
Face/Eye Impact
Face/Eye Vapor
c.) What PPE is required by DLAR Staff beyond 1 week post-exposure of animals to biohazardous materials for cage
 changing/cleaning?
Hands
Body/Skin
Head
Face/Eye Splash
Face/Eye Impact
Face/Eye Vapor
d.) What PPE is required by DLAR Staff beyond 1 week post-exposure of animals to biohazardous materials for animal 
observation and water bottle maintenance?
Hands
Body/Skin
Head
Face/Eye Splash
Face/Eye Impact
Face/Eye Vapor
11.) IACUC Protocols - List all IACUC Protocol Numbers approved for this work  (IBC approval is void without
 concurrent IACUC approval, an associated IACUC protocol number must be included in the final version of 
this protocol)
Approved UT-MC or HSC protocol#
 I agree to comply with the NIH and Institutional requirements pertaining to shipment and transfer of recombinant DNA materials,
and will obtain the proper training related to the safe packaging and shipping of the biological materialsI am familiar with and
agree to abide by the provisions of the current NIH Guidelines and other specific NIH instructions pertaining to the proposed
project as well as provisions of the University of Toledo Biosafety Manual.I have read the NIH Guidelines for Research Involving
Recombinant DNA Molecules (April 2002) and the current CDC Biosafety Manual, and am willing to abide by them. I take full
responsibility for ensuring others in my laboratory have been appropriately trained and will comply with these guidelines.
Any unusual illness of any personnel engaged in this research will be reported to the IBC and if appropriate NIH.
 
All of the above answers are true and complete to the best of my knowledge.
  
I acknowledge that upon approval, this protocol will be active for either 5 years, subjecting my work to all required oversight  for the
full duration or until I choose to formally terminate the protocol.
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